CCDE Certification: Your license to design

As an IT professional, you know you’re destined to be leader. CCDE can help you separate yourself from the pack and show the world you’ve got what it takes:

- **Knowledge of design solutions at the infrastructure level**
- The skill set to define business needs, budget, and operational constraints into the design of a converged solution
- The capability to act as a Sr Network Architect
- Your real-world leadership skills in tech and business

A business centric approach to design and architecture differentiates you as an elite network designer, demonstrating your technology and business chops, and positioning you as a technical visionary.

Three core modules and one module of expertise that you choose from:
- Large-Scale Networks
- On-Prem and Cloud Services
- Workforce Mobility

Greater depth of detail in the technologies covered, improving relevancy to Senior Architect roles. More than just technical acumen.

As an IT professional, you know you’re destined to be a leader. CCDE can help you separate yourself from the pack and show the world you’ve got what it takes.

Your road to success is clear, but finding a certification program to support Sr level engineers and architects isn’t easy. You need something that lets you demonstrate:

CCDE was recently revved up to meet the needs of today’s IT architects:

With a CCDE 3.0 certification your road to opportunity is endless:

- Recertify your CCIE certification by passing the CCDE written exam
- Combine your technical expertise and design skills to position your organization for digital transformation
- Validate your big-picture design skills and take the lead in building a network that achieves business goals and technical needs

Get started